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Current international developments in painting have tended towards an expanded or three-dimensional 




My installation in this show addresses an ongoing concern for painting’s evolutionary path from a flat 
surface on the wall towards objects that occupy the floor and installations that establish an 
encompassing environment. The work arrives at a new benchmark whereby any object that carries 
colour can be named an expanded form of painting, provided it also addresses the question of the 
essence of painting. 
 
Significance 
The significance of this research is that colour in painting is rendered as a formal element that can be 
detached from paint and applied to any material object. Painting as expanded painting becomes more 
than an aesthetic issue, but a question of ontology, how painting is, how it comes to be and what is the 















































































8. Triple J Radio transcript of review on Jcrew website 
 
 
IMAGES OF EXHIBITION / WORK 
 
 

























3. detail of Moraine 3, 2006, wheelbarrow, coloured balls, mirror balls, carpet, dimensions 
variable
 
